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I was raised on a farm outside of Risingsun, OH. I received my
Bachelor degree at the University of Findlay and work at
Caughman Health Center. After graduating from the
University of Findlay, I thought I wanted to pursue a graduate
degree in medicine or something medical. However, God has
different plans for me and while really pushing in and
strengthening my deep relationship with God, I discovered
that my passion is to help heal hearts rather than bodies. In
turn, I began the journey of prayerfully discovering what that
meant for me and how God’s will would be carried out in my life. I was very excited to discover that
Winebrenner Theological Seminary had a MACC program. It wasn’t long after that discovery that I
applied to the program. It is a blessing to be at Winebrenner and I am looking forward to learning all
that I can while being a vessel for the Wonderful Counselor, Jesus Christ my savior.
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My name is Abby Smarkel and I was born, raised, and currently live in Findlay, OH. I graduated from
Bluffton University with a bachelors in social work this past May. In June, I became a licensed social
worker for the state of Ohio, and now I work at the Women's Resource Center of Hancock County in
Findlay, where I am the executive assistant.

I always thought that I would be a social worker for my
professional career but God had other plans in mind.
Through the help of my dad, Jim Smarkel, and others, I
realized that I wanted to be able to dig a little deeper with
the people that I work with. Winebrenner is the perfect place
to learn the skills and information that I need to be not only
a clinical counselor, but also be a clinical counselor who can
help people understand God's love for them. I look forward
to seeing where God takes me on this journey at
Winebrenner and into my future career.
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I live in Wauseon with my husband and two children. I thank God every day for allowing me to be the
wife to my perfectly imperfect husband and a mother to my amazing children. Watching my children
grow and develop their own relationships with God is my biggest accomplishment.

I graduated from Lourdes University with a degree in psychology. I’ve always felt called to help people
but was always skeptical of having the ability to do so. My original plan for grad school was to go into
the research side of psychology. I wanted to help people from
behind the scenes by researching human behavior and using my
finding to help counselors use the information when working with
their clients. After graduation I realized that this plan wasn’t God’s
plan for my life but my own because I didn’t feel qualified to work
directly with clients. God kindly reminded me that he will equip me
to accomplish the tasks he set for my life.
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The following reflects an update on the CACREP accreditation status for the Master of Arts in Clinical
Counseling program. As you are aware, Winebrenner Theological Seminary (Winebrenner) is fully
accredited by the Higher Learning Commission and the Association for Theological Schools in the
United States and Canada.

Christ
Anoints
Cares
Rewards
Encourages
Provides

To ensure that we deliver the highest quality of academic
programming and provide continuous improvement in the Masters of
Arts in Clinical Counseling Program, Winebrenner is pursuing
specialization accreditation through the Counsel for Accreditation of
Counseling & Related Educational Programs (CACREP).
As of 10/31/2017, CACREP has completed their onsite visit to
Winebrenner. The visit was positive and we are anticipating a formal
recommendation of approval at the January 2018 CACREP Board
Meeting, with notification in February 2018. For more information, or
confirmation of our ‘in-process’ status, we encourage you to
visit www.cacrep.org/programs-in-process .
As always, if you have questions, please contact Kathryn Helleman
at 419-434-4256 or by email at kathryn.helleman@winebrenner.edu to
learn more about the timing, process, and why accreditation matters to
you and us.

The Academic Dean, Dr. Joel Cocklin, is available to discuss the MACC
program (419-434-4250) jcocklin@winebrenner.edu) as is the MACC
Program Director, Dr. Kelli Jo Arndt (419-434
4248) kellijo.arndt@winebrenner.edu).
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The MACC faculty continually strive to
provide all possible opportunities for the personal and
professional growth and development of our students.
Accordingly, beginning this trimester, MACC students will be
required to attend and participate in a Spiritual Retreat as
indicated by the Winebrenner Catalog, 2017 (pg. 32):
"All MACC students are required to attend a spiritual retreat
each trimester. The retreat will take place on a Saturday (9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.) at a location to be decided. The purpose of the retreat
is threefold:
1) students will establish stronger relationships with their peers seeking similar Christian ministry;
2) students will engage in dialogue surrounding the field of counseling with respect to calling,
professional concerns, and the Christian life;
3) the retreat will serve as a self-care exercise, critical to the emotional, physical, mental, and spiritual
well-being of professional counselors."
The one-day retreat will be held on Saturday, January 20th at Our Lady of the Pines Retreat
Center in Fremont Ohio, between 9 am and 5 pm. The cost of your attendance will be covered by
Winebrenner with the exception of the cost of lunch which is $10 per person.
We are excited about the potential for the day to
provide a time of enrichment and refreshing for us
all!
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The All Ohio Counselors Conference is the leading professional development conference in the state
of Ohio for licensed counselors, counseling students, supervisors, and counselor educators who work
in a clinical/community, school, college, addiction, private practice, or other related setting.
At this year’s AOCC conference Dr. Arndt and Dr. McGibbon had the opportunity to present at one of
the sessions during the conference.
Recent graduate Haley Teodosio was also able to present with Dr. Arndt and Dr. McGibbon. Haley
was able to add to the presentation by adding a student perspective on photovoice. Haley gained
firsthand experience with photovoice while using the approach as part of her internship classes.
The conference was held from November 8-10, Dr. Arndt and Dr. McGibbon presented on November
9th. Their presentation was titled “A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words: Photovoice as a Supervision
Model”
Presentation description
Do you think your supervision style is
blurry or lacking focus? Are you looking
to develop a novel supervision
approach? If so, this session is for you!
Presenters will illustrate ways that
supervisors can help supervisees capture
and reflect on client encounters from a
different perspective. A snapshot of
various supervision models will be
highlighted. Additionally, the presenters
will zoom in on the “photovoice” method
and share benefits of utilizing it from
their darkroom experience. Join in and
be exposed to a creative lens on
supervision!
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The MACC department is excited to announce that they are in the process of establishing a CSI
chapter at Winebrenner Theological Seminary. The name of the chapter will be Gamma Omicron
Delta. The name was chosen because it uses the letters GOD to remind us that God is a part of
everything we do and will guide us on the right path in our lives.
Chi Sigma Iota is the international honor society of professional counseling and for professional
counselors. It was established in 1985 through the efforts of leaders in the profession of counseling
whose desire was to provide recognition for outstanding achievement as well as outstanding service
within the profession. CSI was created for counselors-in-training, counselor educators, and
professional counselors whose career commitment is to research and service through professional
counseling.
Our mission is to promote scholarship, research, professionalism, leadership and excellence in
counseling, and to recognize high attainment in the pursuit of academic and clinical excellence in the
profession of counseling. Our symbols and colors were chosen to reflect our mission and values: white
for virtue, blue for trustworthiness and integrity. Our Strategic Plan and Bylaws provide information
about the purposes of and membership requirements for the Society.
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MACC Program Overview
Program Design
The Master of Arts in Clinical Counseling
degree seeks to prepare individuals to be
effective counselors and servants of the Lord
Jesus Christ who integrate Christian values and
beliefs into their work with clients from a
multicultural and pluralistic society. Consistent
with the mission of Winebrenner, students will
incorporate the Christian principles of
practicing generosity, seeking wholeness, and
living missionally while also adhering to the
counseling profession’s standards. The
program is designed to equip men and women
to work in multiple settings (i.e. private
practice, community mental health agencies,
hospitals, government, and business settings)
where they can help bring spiritual, emotional,
and psychological wellness into people’s lives.
The objectives of the MACC program are to
deliver a high, quality education required by
the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and
Related Educational Programs (CACREP), and to
prepare students to meet the requirements of
the State of Ohio Counselor, Social Worker, &
Marriage and Family Therapist Board
(CSWMFTB) to become licensed as Professional
Counselors.
Please contact Dr. Kelli Jo Arndt with any
questions regarding admission to the MACC
program or MACC program requirements.
Email: kellijo.arndt@winebrenner.edu
Phone: 419-434-4248

Program Requirements
General theological education requirements
(9 credit hours):
-Old Testament Foundations*
-New Testament Foundations*
-A Survey of Christian Theology
*Students may test out of OT Foundations
and/or NT Foundations by passing a preliminary
Bible
exam
MACC requirements (60 credit hours):
-Counseling Theories
-Counseling Techniques
-Introduction to Clinical Mental Health
-Group Counseling
-Human Growth and Development
-Multicultural Counseling
-Career Counseling
-Diagnosis of Mental and Emotional Disorders
-Assessment in Counseling
-Research and Evaluation
-Legal and Ethical Issues in Counseling
-Psychopathology
-Personality Assessment
-Practicum in CMH Counseling
-Counseling Children and Adolescents
-Treatment of Mental and Emotional Disorders
-Internship in CMH Counseling I & II
-MACC Electives (6 hours)
-Foundations in Theological Studies
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